Components Supporting the Open Data Exploitation

Project Introduction

The COMSODE project has received funding from the Seventh Framework Programme of the European Union in the grant agreement number 611358.
Project Basic Facts

• FP7 collaborative project: CALL FP7-ICT-2013-SME-DCA
• Started October 1st 2013, planned for 24 months
• Consortium: IT / SK / CZ / NL

• Associated partners and User Board members invited from more than 10 countries
**Project Objectives**

1) Create and prove an Open Data publication platform called **Open-Data-Node** (open source)

2) Implement **Advanced Search Toolbox**

3) Propose **methodologies** for public bodies allowing quality publication of Open Data

4) Support the **release of new datasets** in several project pilots and use cases

5) Exploit project results for **business of SMEs** and new demand-driven projects (also in H2020)
Business Process Scheme

ODN: Open Data Node
User Engagement Strategy

• Liaise with COMSODE Users:
  – Publishers of Open Data
  – Application developers
  – Citizens/ NGOs

• Consult with User Board:
  – Articulates requirements
  – Shapes the development in key points of workplan
  – Helps to exploit project results